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Dear Mark, 
  
Thank you for your permission to publish “The Root Whiskers” in The Greensboro 
Review. We are very happy with the group of poems we have accepted for our Spring 
2011 issue (#89), and we think you’ll like the company your work has there. 
 
I’m writing to you because we have reached the copyediting portion of our production on 
this issue, and I need your feedback before moving forward. 
 
Attached are copies of your original submission along with preliminary proofs. We have 
copyedited your poem using our house style, following The Chicago Manual of Style and 
The American Heritage Dictionary of the English Language. Please review the proofs 
carefully and consider our queries listed below. When you have done this, please let us 
know what you think as soon as possible. Feel free to disagree with us about your 
queries; you have the right to refuse any changes. Please also point out anything on the 
proofs we might have missed. You can contact me at the office, (336) 334-5459 or via 
email at eabento2@uncg.edu, or you can e-mail Terry Kennedy at tlkenned@uncg.edu. 
 
We will make any necessary changes to the page proofs based on your response, and 
you’ll receive final proofs for one last look. Here are the queries: 
 
On a general note pertaining to structure, you’ll notice that your poem looks a little 
different now that it’s been fit to our standard margins. Some lines had to be cut 
prematurely because of length, and that has affected the paragraph or prose-like 
appearance of your poem. Should you want to adjust your line breaks again to avoid the 
indentations that are occurring on the last lines of Stanzas 1, 3, and 5, we’re open to those 
suggestions. Although, we did notice there is something root-like about the dropped lines 
as they now stand. 
 
I also wanted to make sure that we’re reading the beginning lines of this poem the way 
you intended. We were very intrigued by the organization of the poem and have 
discussed it at length. 
 
We thought the poem began as a definition of sorts for the subject of the title, “the root 
whiskers.” Therefore, in Line 1, we read the set-up of “It’s the tree nettles” could be 
understood as “the root whiskers are the tree nettles.” Following that logic, we thought 
“my father’s beard” and “the daisy bush and bog pine” were also being defined or 



compared to the root whiskers. As such, we could also read in Stanza 2 that the root 
whiskers are “the forest scrub,” et cetera. Please clarify for us if we’re approaching this 
reading correctly, because the punctuation suggestions we have, especially for Stanzas 1 
and 2, are based on these assumptions. 
 
Or maybe I should re-phrase this into a question: What is the “It’s” at the beginning of 
Stanzas 1 and 2? 
 
In addition, we’re interested to know how you feel the epigraph is working with the 
poem. We like it, but one of the benefits of being editors is that we can ask such 
questions of the authors we’re publishing. Did you start with this line from Blake’s “The 
Marriage of Heaven and Hell” and then write your poem, or did this reference fit itself in 
later? What is the connection between the two poems? We’re just curious. 
 
OK, on to more specific, line-by-line queries: 
 
In Stanza 1, Lines 2 and 3: In this stanza, we found ourselves tripping up a bit by the 
placement of commas, although we understand how they are working as natural pauses in 
the sentence structure. 
 
First off, we read the phrase “uncoiling like a silver fern […] of a palm’s crown” as a 
further description of the nature of “my father’s beard,” or perhaps as a further 
description of “the tree nettles” and “my father’s beard” (working together as a 
compound.) Either way, because this phrase operates as an explanatory clause that’s 
longer than a single simile, we wanted to follow Chicago Manual rule 6.88 that suggests 
separating an amplificatory phrase with em dashes. 
 
We also thought “wiry and sprawling” in Line 3 was an amplification of “the daisy bush 
and bog pine,” but could also be read as a description of the tree nettles and beard in Line 
1 as well. For that reason, we thought a colon would work here best, so as to include 
everything before it as “wiry and sprawling.” 
 
If we follow all of these punctuation changes, the new Stanza 1 would look like this: 
 
            It’s the tree nettles that tug on my pant leg and my father’s 
            beard—uncoiling like a silver fern, like the spiny fronds 
            of a palm’s crown—the daisy bush and bog pine: wiry 

and sprawling. 
 
What do you think about these changes? Does our reading of this stanza match your 
intentions? 
  
Stanza 2, Line 8: For this stanza, we had only one suggestion that’s a matter of cadence 
and meaning. You had us talking about the image of the frozen air in an ice floe. We love 
the language of “swallowed blue,” and we thought your choice of that color was probably 
as accurate as one could get. We couldn’t imagine an ice floe described as having bubbles 



of red or black, for instance. But the “of” in the sentence did erase some of that 
authoritative language, and it made us think you were suggesting there were other types 
of frozen air—and we didn’t want to do that! Anyway, we thought you could lose the 
preposition “of” and simply use “swallowed blue” as a compound adjective to describe 
“frozen air.” But following the CMS rules about compound adjectives, we’d put a hyphen 
between those two words so that the line would be: “freckled with the swallowed-blue 
frozen air.” We think this change improves the clarity of description, and also makes the 
line sound better by putting the stresses of those words closer together. What do you 
think? 
  
It’s interesting, too, that you chose the word “freckled” over “mottled.” I looked “freckle” 
up in the American Heritage Dictionary, and found that it has its origin in Scandinavia, 
and that it doesn’t have to mean just “brown spots” but “to dot or become dotted with 
freckles or spots of color.” The AHD also said the word is “akin to Old Icelandic 
freknottr, freckly,” which seems appropriate for describing an ice floe. (I just wanted to 
point that out...) 
  
Stanza 4: Because the phrase “the razors running across my skin” describes the action of 
“My fingertips” in Line 3, we wanted to follow CMS suggestion of using an em dash for 
“setting off explanatory statements” rather than the comma that is there now.  This would 
change the sentence to read: “My fingertips—the razors running across my skin.” Are 
you OK with this? 
  
And in the following sentence, we wanted to put a comma after “The next morning” to 
mark it as an introductory clause. This is also consistent with how you punctuated the 
first lines in this stanza and in Stanza 3. Is this change OK? 
  
In the final line of this stanza, we found ourselves pausing too much on the phrase “fill 
dirt heap.” I looked up “fill dirt”; it wasn’t in the American Heritage Dictionary, but I 
found this description on Wikipedia.org: Fill dirt is earthy material which is used to fill in 
a depression or hole in the ground or create mounds or otherwise artificially change the 
grade or elevation of real property. I had no idea that there was a type of dirt referred to 
as “fill dirt” so I was definitely intrigued by your use of the term, but a dirt heap already 
implies that there is soil placed there to later fill something, so the “fill” part seems a bit 
redundant. May we remove “fill” and just leave “dirt heap”? 
  
Stanza 5: In the final stanza, we were surprised by your use of the repeating fragment 
structure, if only because it didn’t really appear much in the rest of the poem (with the 
exception of “My fingertips, the razors running across my skin” in the previous stanza.) 
We’re OK with the fragment structure, but we thought the last stanza would flow better if 
it were just two fragments instead of four. What do you think about this adjustment? 
  
            Crawling in the brush by day, washing the beard of dirt 
            off my face by evening. And the sunset scoring through 
            the sliding glass doors, and the sunset covering the whole 

world. 



  
I think that covers it. Thanks again for working with us, and for sending us this excellent 
poem. I look forward to hearing from you soon. 
  
Sincerely, 
  
Emily Benton 
Poetry Editor 
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Mark Brewin mark.jay.brewin.jr@gmail.com 
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to me  
Emily, 
 
I must say, your careful reading of my poem and concern is extremely refreshing and 
appreciated.  You were spot on everything. 
 
First: The William Blake quote.  After it was accepted for publication, I was wondering 
if anyone was going to say anything about it.  As a single poem, it doesn't fit.  This poem 
is one in a series about New Zealand, beards, my father and William Blake.  Separated 
from the group, the quote is a bit odd and seems more of an after thought.  I would not be 
opposed to deleting it. 
 
Second: The line edits.  This poem hasn't been workshopped as much, so your 
suggestions are both needed and spot on. Below is the poem and my understanding of 
your changes.  Sounds good to me. 
 
The Root Whiskers 
 
 
 
It’s the tree nettles that tug on my pant leg and my father’s 
beard--uncoiling like a silver fern, like the spiny fronds  
of a palm’s crown--the daisy bush and bog pine: wiry  
       and sprawling. 
 
It’s the forest scrub and his beard like the peat broom  
erupting from time-split stones, the glacier shearing off 
the mountainside’s loose rock—an icy curtain  



melting a stream at the brush path’s reedy edge, a milky floe  
freckled with the swallowed blue frozen air. 
 
As a child, I tramped the muddy trails cut through barrens  
and cedar bogs, arms stung in the backyard by dirt clods,  
feet blistered from summer days scrambling down farm roads.   
I cleaned up after supper and scoured my legs and scalp for  
       dog ticks. 
 
Under the mask of the sink tap’s warble, I filled my hands  
with shaving cream and painted the spongy frost  
over my chin and soft cheeks.  My fingertips--the razors 
running across my skin.  The next morning, I was conquering 
the dirt heap and the deer stands in the backwoods. 
 
 
Crawling in the brush by day, washing the beard of dirt  
off my face by evening.  And the sunset scoring through  
the sliding glass doors, and the sunset covering the whole  
       world. 
 
Third: The dropped lines.  The consistency of having that last word dropped in the first, 
third and fifth stanzas looks great and seems to follow the ideas of "roots" perfectly. 
 
Fourth: Freckles and "fill dirt."  I was really excited to hear the entomology of freckles.  
Since I grew up on a farm and worked with landscapers for a few years, you'd be amazed 
at the different types of dirt/grass/mulch out there. 
 
All in all, looking forward to having the poem in the Greensboro Review.  Let me know 
if I missed anything. 
 
 
 
-mb. 


